BOS Construction Solutions, LLC (BOS CS)
offers high quality solutions to shelter, storage,
access management and worksite lighting.
Our products can be found in Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa, Asia, Europe and both, North
and South America.
Worklite supplies UL certified lighting solutions
to construction and shipbuilding industries, as
well as various contractors. Robust, lightweight
structure, 4,000 lumen output, 250,000 life
expectancy, and 2-year manufacturer’s
warranty makes a compelling product.

We have serviced clients both in governmental
organizations and municipalities, as well as in the
private sector such as oil and gas, airlines, building
and construction, remediation, storage, shipping and
general industries.
Our products are manufactured with
several common themes:
■

The construction is done using the
highest quality materials.

■

The materials have been chosen to fit the themes
of durability, ability to recycle and easy to handle.

■

Our products are all easy to assemble or install
with strong emphasis on safety.

Solutions for Defense,
Crisis, Restoration,
Industry and Construction

Strong, temporary lighting solutions allows connectivity with up to 25 lamps chained to
each other, and powered out of one regular power outlet totaling 100,000 lumens output.
LED light is not only
an energy saver, but
also comes with a 28
year life expectancy
driving down the cost
over its lifetime.

Q4 of 2021 we will introduce a
battery powered light with 3,200
lumens with the longest lasting
battery life in the market.
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A solution for safe, efficient and scalable on-site
manufacturing, service and maintenance facility
with quick assembly and easy relocation.

BOS QB – container is made of galvanized steel.
They come in six different sizes and can be
connected and accessorized to meet various needs
iLOQ offers a self-powered digital
and mobile access control for places
requiring complex or multiple access
rights. The locks are powered by kinetic
energy produced when inserting the key,
or holding a mobile phone nearby – no batteries
or cables are needed.

The shelters can be equipped with service cranes to enable heavy lifting safe from the elements.
Outside, the shelter can be lined with a stealth cover which makes it invisible from Radars.

BOS Quick Build - containers can travel assembled or in flat pack. When flat packed, up to
3,500 sq ft of storage space can be transported simultaneously.

The iLOQ’s unique access management system
allows to govern up to 1 million access rights
across different lock types. Access can be granted
to iPhones, Android phones, key fobs or keys.

A large shelter travels in
components packaged
inside a sea container for
an easy on-site assembly.
8 people can assemble
11,000 sq ft / 1,000 sq m
hall with no machines in 24
hours. No work is required
to set up a foundation.
The robust shelter can
endure weather from the
Middle Eastern desert
to Scandinavian winters
(+125F/50C to 60F/-50C)
and with sustainable wind
load rating of 118 mph.

The locks carry no power
source and are therefore
100% maintenance
free. It allows for most
efficient usage even
in the most remote
locations.

Assembled containers can be left stationary, or used as
portable, secure storage. Multiple containers can
be connected without a middle wall to achieve larger
open storage space.

BOS QB can be equipped with iLOQ door locks and padlocks.

Battery-free locks save up to 70,000 lbs
of battery waste annually.

Clamshell doors open in 60 seconds. Separate service
entrance, and inside liner coupled with A/C or heating
unit ensures proper working conditions.

iLOQ Cam Lock

iLOQ Europrofile Half Cylinder

iLOQ Two Padlocks

iLOQ Padlock with A Chain

